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DATA SHEET
CLOUD SERVICES

Leave Your Laptop at Home

Mobile devices give us access to pretty much everything-Internet, email, photos, even your favourite TV shows. So why can’t you get work files on 

your iPad or smartphone? 

Exponential-e’s Cloud Sync makes syncing and sharing corporate files easy, giving you access to the latest version and allowing you to collaborate 

anytime, anywhere, from any device or computer:

• Top-rated mobile apps make it easy to access files and manage 

folders.

• Edit and annotate standard Microsoft Office documents on mobile 

devices without having to launch third-party applications on iOS 

and (Windows 8 Phone and Tablet users can use Microsoft Office 

on their devices).

• Keep track of folder and shared link activity on the road.

• A universal Outlook add-in for Enterprise customers is available 

for a seamless user experience and additionally, realize a drastic 

reduction in IT infrastructure and administrative costs associated 

with email.

Cloud Sync

Exponential-e’s Cloud Sync is an enterprise-grade file sharing and 

mobile collaboration solution that enables business users to access 

and collaborate on all their devices, online or offline - with no hassles.

By combining a highly secure file sync with a rich mobile and web 

experience, users can finally get access to all their business files and 

automatically share inside or outside their organization, without 

taking any extra steps. And IT professionals get all of the security, 

manageability and control they need, including Data Sovereignty.

Redefine Collaboration

Work is changing. Users demand easy access to all their business 

files on all their devices. And they expect to be able to seamlessly 

share files inside and outside the organization. By combining easy 

file synchronization with rich, native desktop and mobile apps, Cloud 

Sync is redefining how users access, share, and collaborate on their 

business files.
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About Exponential-e 

Innovation is at the core of Exponential-e, and has been since our 

inception in 2002. We wholly own our super-fast Network, and our fusion 

of complementary technologies - a carrier-class Network and Cloud 

infrastructure - means we can deliver enterprise applications at wire 

speed for a superior end-user experience. We deliver scalable, dynamic 

and bespoke solutions. Renowned for our responsiveness, coupled with 

our customer centric approach, and a UK based 24 / 7 x 365 service desk, 

means we offer unrivalled expertise.

To find out more about Exponential-e visit  

www.exponential-e.com/Cloud-Sync 

or email info@exponential-e.com

Your Files Everywhere with No Hassles

Most file sharing solutions force users to store documents in designated 

folders or drives, but Exponential-e’s File. 

Cloud Sync conforms to the way you work. There’s no need to drag and 

drop files to a special folder or check them in and out of a portal. It’s a 

flexible, reliable solution that won’t break your rhythm or slow you down:

• Synchronize work in any folder so files are accessible on any device 

without having to drag-and-drop them or upload them to a web 

portal first.

• ‘Favourite’ folders so changes are automatically pushed to all 

mobile devices for offline access.

• VPN Access is not required to access your files: Access your files on 

any device, with a robust online file browser and native apps for 

Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, and Windows 8 Phones and Tablets.

Integrated with Exponential-e’s Cloud Storage (S4)

Exponential-e’s Cloud Sync solution is integrated into Exponential-e’s 

Cloud Storage, providing a Simple, Secure, Scalable, Sovereign storage 

backend at a fraction of the cost of traditional NAS / SAN storage 

solutions. By combining enterprise grade Cloud Sync with Cloud Storage, 

Exponential-e is helping global enterprises meet the challenges of today’s 

digital workplace. It starts with unlocking terabytes and petabytes of 

files stored in legacy corporate systems. The Cloud Sync solution helps 

organizations migrate and integrate large volumes of data - whether in 

file servers, enterprise content management systems or a Cloud-based 

service. We provide you with a path to the future - one centralized access 

point to all your content from anywhere or on any device.

Access All Content on any Device

• Securely collaborate with your team members inside and outside of 

your organization.

• Don’t change the way you work...keep your files where they are and 

share them with the click of a mouse. No dragging-and-dropping, 

no extra steps.

• Know you’re safe with the industry’s most complete set of security, 

administration, and control features that keep files secure and IT in 

compliance.

Secure Mobile Collaboration, Sharing and Editing

• Publish files to large groups of people with the assurance that 

everyone has access to the latest version, no matter what device 

they use to access it.

• Push the latest materials to individuals, teams, and departments 

anywhere in your enterprise.

• Ensure your files aren’t overwritten and that people have easy 

access to the right versions.

• Work online or offline when traveling.

File Share Replacement

• Securely share video, design, and other heavy files regardless of size.

• Send files without logging into FTP sites or portals.

• Email links instead of files so you can track where they go.

• Automatically back-up working documents in real time.

• If a computer dies, access files from another computer or device to 

keep working.

• Recover previous versions of files instantly.

Cloud Storage (S4) integrated enabling Storage 
Consolidation and Data Sovereignty

• No data silos. Securely access enterprise content from Exponential-e’s 

Simple, Secure, Scalable, Sovereign Cloud Storage.

• Benefit from inherent storage cost reductions utilizing Cloud Storage.

• Guaranteed UK Data Sovereignty across Geo-Protected storage.

• Mobile, VPN-less access to files in home directories, file shares, and 

SharePoint.

• A built-in editor to edit MS Office files and annotate PDFs.

• No migration of files, permissions, or authentication required.


